VoyagerAnalytics™ & VoyagerCheck™
Unraveling the Digital Universe & Finding Reality

Billions of individuals, groups & topic interactions

Our technology is unmatched in its ability to analyze vast amounts of unstructured data. We drill down to the "human pixel" level, and transform that into an understanding of content, connections and concepts – bringing a multitude of invaluable insights to our users.

Our VoyagerAnalytics platform puts core AI and deep cognitive learning to work for those who have the profound responsibility of investigation, vetting, and other security-related activities. For them, we don't just connect existing dots - we create new dots. What seem like random and inconsequential interactions, behaviors or interests, suddenly become clear and comprehensible. Our clients include global enterprises, consulting firms, security organizations and law enforcement agencies.

VoyagerAnalytics offers intelligence and investigative experts a comprehensive analytic tool that accelerates and intensifies their expertise - delivering actionable insights in seconds instead of weeks or months.

Our second invaluable tool is VoyagerCheck, an automated vetting system that instantly answers a predetermined set of questions. This enables the appropriate stakeholders to make crucial decisions on the spot. Many of our clients use VoyagerAnalytics and VoyagerCheck in parallel - because results surfaced by VoyagerCheck can trigger the deeper dive that our analytics platform makes possible.

Benefits of VoyagerAnalytics™ & VoyagerCheck™

**Identify** key connections previously impossible to detect

**Detect** behavioral anomalies in near real-time

**Analyze & investigate** complex cases faster & more intuitively

**Reveal** far-reaching, deep actionable insights
Voyager Analytics™
Unprecedented Visibility Yields Unique Insights

Untapped Big Data  Human Behavior Analysis  Platform Coverage

Our Platform brings you three levels of critical Insights:

**INDIVIDUALS**
We enable you to build a comprehensive, multi-dimensional view of individuals - on a human pixel by human pixel basis. This is based on their networks, behaviors and preferences - all accessed from publicly available data. Easily uncover primary relationships including close advisors, relatives, friends, business partners, influencers, intermediaries and communication pathways.

**GROUPS**
The same investigatory engine can focus on group behavior and group dynamics - revealing key members, as well as additional members who are adjacent but significant. We can even uncover patterns and interconnections that shine a light on subgroups - uncovering improprieties; instantly highlighting recent conversions, flips and conflicts of interests.

**TOPICS**
Our ability to understand voluminous sets of unstructured data turns up narratives built around topics of interest by analyzing public events - revealing key figures, influencers and powerful but non-obvious individuals. The synthesized result is new and powerful behavioral and situational awareness.
Investigations take many forms in today’s world, and VoyagerAnalytics addresses them all. On the most complex level, VoyagerAnalytics provides a platform for expert-led investigations into individuals and their networks. However, when dealing with millions of people, organizations need a rapid and scalable assessment solution that does not require an analyst. Until now, there has been no tool that can scale pre-set criteria and derive critical insights in-the-moment. VoyagerCheck fills that essential gap because it has access to the same structured and unstructured behavioral data that our expert system uses – while delivering the automated responses required in real-time, to pre-determined questions. In fact, the VoyagerCheck system can be tailored to address each client’s unique security concerns.